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explanation of the Universe is sought in the Word (Thought and Will),
or in the conception of Emanation (Evolution), or in the conception
of the Mdyd, the Brahma as a self-conscious spirit is ever present in
its own manifestations on itself, that is, in every finite existence ;
whether the universe be brought out in form by ekshan (thought and
-will), or " let out of itself?? (visrishti) or brought into being by the
play of the Mdyd, the Absolute Being and its manifestation, (chit and
jada) go hand in hand; and though mentally distinguishable, the
jada is never conceived as an unlike and separate entity existing in-
dependently by itself. The two are one, not many1. There is chai-
tanya, the Brab-mic element, everywhere, and it is in this sense that
what is called Matter is considered, not dead. There is what may be
termed Brahmic vitality in it—a  vitality, which manifests
itself, in its own way in accordance with its own laws, in such
degrees of activity apparently, that one might ^th. truth, join
with Sch-elling in saying that the feeling of life wakes in man,
dreams in animals, slumbers in plants and sleeps in stones. Shankar
expresses this very idea in his bMshya on Fed. Sutr. I. 1-11, as
follows:—
Although one and the same self is hidden, in all beings, movable
as well as immovable, yet owing to the gradual rise of excellence of
the minds which form the limiting conditions of the Self, Scripture
declares that the Self, although eternally unch-angmg and uniform,
reveals itself in a graduated series of beings, and so appears m forms of
various dignity and power2.
Such are the explanations suggested by the Veddnta of the problem
of the Universe. It might, perhaps, be urged that they are not all
consistent with each other, inasmuch as rigorous raonists like Shankar
object to the Word and Emanation theories as implying an activity
and consequent changes (vikdr) in Brahma; but this inconsistency
is more apparent than real. For under the vivaria theory, too, which
1 Ved. Sutr. S. B. E. Vol. 34, p. 106.
2 Ibid. p. 63. cf. Shankar on Brihat.
Up. < Life is everywhere, and not small
or large according to the size of the body.'
Cf. 'Mi. Aranyaka' which in II. 3, 2,
speaks of the gradual development of
the self. See S.B.E. Vol. I, p. 222.
See alao Lilly's ' Ancient Religions,'
pp. 340-42. And it is undoubtedly
 a scientific truth, for if the entire cos-
mos is an organism, and an organism
implies a growth, from within, all the
potentialities—from the lowest to the
highest—must be in. all beings from thu
coinmeiicement, and capable of deve-
lopment according to the environment
in which each one may from time to
time find itself.

